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Image credit:  Ronald Chichester, using BlueWillow /imagine “A realistic robot overlooking a landscape.”



Observations



Credit:  Andreas Niendorf, https://unsplash.com/photos/l8ypMiU1Hio



Credit:  Matthew Osborn, https://unsplash.com/photos/wMRIcT86SWU

https://unsplash.com/photos/wMRIcT86SWU


An AI Scientist, New York City, (2019).

“My AI doesn’t need to be perfect.  It just 
needs to beat a human.”



https://www.visualcapitalist.com/ai-vs-

humans-which-performs-certain-skills-better/

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/ai-vs-


Artificial 
Intelligence: A 
Modern Approach (4th ed.)
Stuart Russell & Peter Norvig

See, specifically, Chapter 2: Intelligent Agents (on pages 36-60).

https://aima.cs.berkeley.edu/



AI is all about  
Thinking and Acting both 
Humanly and Rationally







Generative AI 
(e.g., ChatGPT)



https://www.datarevenue.com/en-blog/what-is-machine-learning-a-visual-explanation



• Machine Learning Models


• They learn from experience


• They can’t remember what they were 
like an hour ago


• Meaning: The same model might not 
be able to duplicate a result that it 
made an hour ago


• ML models vary in their “transparency”


• Extra term in your Litigation Hold Notice 
to make a copy of the ML model (to 
preserve what you can)


• Remedies that involve the ML model are 
often (quite) difficult



Computers Simulating 
Decision-making
• Optimal stopping (decision-making)


• Sorting/Caching (faster than a human)


• Scheduling (remembering & coordinating)


• Bayes’ Rule (predicting the future)


• Randomness (and how to handle it)


• Networking (jurisdictions / remote control)


• Game Theory (systems of cooperation)



Observations

• AI is a nearly-mature technology


• At this point, AI goes from zero to human in about two years


• AI is having a major impact on the sciences (and AI is making AI)


• The cost of AI will go down


• AI is going open source


• Making and Using AI is getting easier all the time


• AI isn’t going away



Ramifications  
(for our profession)



AI will affect anything that makes 
a decision or performs an action



The Bargain…
Our profession and the public

• Specialized knowledge to help clients 
make informed decisions


• Ability to act in special circumstances


• The bargain is subject to termination 
by the public


• AI can be used to reduce the scope 
of our profession



The days of going to law school 
to avoid math are over! 



Soon, you will be able to put chunks 
of AI together like Lego blocks to 

make great legal applications

Good News!



… and so will your clients



Ramifications  
(for us and our clients)



Ramifications
For both attorneys and clients

• Because AI isn’t going away, there will be new skills for you to master


• Roles that people play will change


• You and your clients will have to choose which market(s) upon which to focus


• Humans only


• AI only


• Both simultaneously


• Devise your own Human/AI Hybrid



Legal Issues 
Abound

Credit:  Ronald Chichester via BlueWillow



Legal Issues Related to AI
There are many…

• Agency


• Intellectual Property


• Liability


• Criminal Law


• Ethics / Transparency


• Regulation



Law is the regulation of actions 
between individuals in a  

jurisdiction



Law is the regulation of actions 
between individuals and AI in a  

jurisdiction



Agency



Restatement (Third) Of Agency § 1.01 (2006)

“Agency is the fiduciary relationship that arises 
when one person (a “principal”) manifests assent 
to another person (an “agent”) that the agent shall 
act on the principal's behalf and subject to the 
principal's control, and the agent manifests 
assent or otherwise consents so to act.”



Restatement (Third) Of Agency § 1.01 (2006)

“Agency is the fiduciary relationship that arises 
when one person (a “principal”) manifests assent 
to another person (an “agent”) that the agent shall 
act on the principal's behalf and subject to the 
principal's control, and the agent manifests 
assent or otherwise consents so to act.”



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352154618301700



Some fundamental differences: 
A human agent is someone that you contract 
An AI agent is something that you own or license



The relationship of the agent and principal  
is different,  

…and that difference has legal implications



The Tool/Agency Dichotomy



Liability



George E.P. Box (2005)

“All models are wrong; [but] some models 
are useful.”





https://www.infolawgroup.com/insights/2023/8/11/virtual-influencers-are-now-officially-regulated-endorsersunless-theyre-spokespersons





Will ownership of the AI  
(or the output of the AI) 

 automatically connote liability?



https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2023/03/

artificial-intelligence-liability-rules-are-changing-1

https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2023/03/




Intellectual 
Property



https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/01/07/2018-28282/2019-revised-patent-subject-matter-eligibility-guidance





https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/copyright-office-holds-that-600-prompt-1643949/



Ronald Chichester (2023)

“Large Language Models are made 
possible only by laundering the 
ownership of copyrighted works.”





https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/microsoft-to-indemnity-users-of-copilot-2174348/





Criminal Law



https://nccriminallaw.sog.unc.edu/

artificial-intelligence-and-the-practice-of-criminal-law/

https://nccriminallaw.sog.unc.edu/








Ethics



Ronald Chichester (2023)

“I think we’re all worried that AI will 
behave like that other artificial person — 
a corporation.”









https://www.pbwt.com/data-security-law-blog/zoom-reverses-course-on-contemplated-use-of-customer-content-to-train-artificial-intelligence



Regulation



Marc Andreessen, “AI and Accelerationism with Marc Andreessen” Hermitix Podcast (8/4/2023)

“Those in power don’t like disruptive 
technologies because it jeopardizes their 
hold on power.  AI is a disruptive 
technology, so it is no surprise that there 
is a movement to limit AI.”



Regulation of AI
On the Federal Level

• American Data Privacy and Protection Act (ADPPA)


• Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2022 (AAA)


• Neither bill has passed


• Both would require assessments of AI that make decisions that could pose 
a “consequential risk of harm to an individual or group”


• AAA would go further, by encompassing decisions that affect the “cost, 
terms, or availability” of education, employment, utilities, healthcare, or 
housing with an ongoing requirement of assessment and modification 



Regulation of AI
On the Federal Level

• A few agencies are taking the initiative


• Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the DoJ, EEOC, and the 
FTC issued a joint statement on AI in April, 2023


• Argued that the current legal framework applies to AI (i.e., it doesn’t 
matter if a machine makes a wrong decision, liability still applies)


• FTC uses a remedial tool called “algorithm disgorgement” which requires 
deletion of ill-gotten data and the subsequent models and products


• EEOC warns about using AI when complying with the ADA



https://copyright.gov/newsnet/2023/1017.html



Regulation of AI
At the State Level

• Ten states have passed omnibus consumer privacy laws


• Some of those laws encompass AI that makes “critical decisions” concerning, 
e.g., housing, credit, employment, criminal justice, etc.


• Some of those laws require proper notice of the use of AI (and some require an 
opt out provision)


• Illinois’ Artificial Intelligence Video Interview Act (2020)


• Maryland prohibits an employer from using facial recognition AI that creates a 
facial template during an interview


• 43 more bills in 21 states regarding the regulation of AI (4 passed, 18 still pending)



A Word About Open Source AI







Conclusions …

Credit:  Ronald Chichester via BlueWillow



The Immediate Importance of AI
(The Bottom Line)

• AI will not take your job (unless you let it)


• AI can give lawyers a competitive advantage


• … that they can use to take your job (if you let them)


• Your clients are under the same AI “gun” that you are


• The pressure to automate and to streamline will be relentless for many years


• Eventually, competence with AI will be part of your technical competence for 
your practice (and your license)



https://thebrainyacts.beehiiv.com/



Don’t Forget…



Kurt Vonnegut, Player Piano (1952)

“When you compete with a slave,  
you are a slave.”



Questions?



Ronald Chichester


JBB Advanced Technologies, LLC


rchichester@jbbat.com

mailto:rchichester@jbbat.com

